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possibility of fraud and error calculation can also be avoided.
Security of e-voting become the fundamental things that must
be considered. There are four things that must be considered,
namely accurate, democracy, privacy, and verifiability [1]. To
fulfill these security aspect, cryptographic methods are needed
to keep safe the security of that information. There are several
methods of cryptography, one of which is RSA (RivestShamir Adleman). This algorithm is an asymmetric
cryptographic algorithms that perform with different
encryption and decryption keys. This algorithm chosen
because it has the form of a higher security than symmetric
algorithms. In addition, this method is used for applications
requiring fast digital data [2]. This algorithm is also resistant
to various forms of attack, especially brute force. Other
advantages are the degree of difficulty in factoring numbers
into primes [3].

Abstract—Voting is a process that should be do in terms
of leadership. In case, voting still use conventional methods
which are less effective in terms of cost, governance, and
working time. The possibility of calculation errors and
fraud in the calculation process can also occur. STMIK
Atma Luhur still using the conventional voting method in
the election of the chairman of BEM. With the
development of today’s technology, we can make electronic
voting system based on Android to solve the problems of
conventional
voting.
E-voting
security
becomes
fundamental things that must be considered. RSA
cryptographic methods can be a solution to ensure the
security. RSA choses because it has the advantage of
difficulty level in factoring numbers into prime numbers.
More difficult factoring the numbers, it will be more
difficult to break the encryption. Another advantage is the
form of higher security than symmetric algorithm. This
algorithm is also resistant to various forms of attack, such
as brute force. The security testing are using Wireshark
and Eclipse LogCat. The result is the establishment of an
e-voting system based on Android that is safe and
confidential, so the students can do the voting quickly,
whenever and wherever.

The purpose of this study is to make mobile e-voting
system based on Android with RSA algorithm method in data
transmission security.
II. RELATED WORK
Research by Al-Anie [4] conducted a study that the
implementation of e-voting security protocol based on public
key cryptosystem encryption. Nawindah [5], his work resulted
the implementation of e-voting with MD5 encryption and
election results were immediately visible. Handoyo [6]
conducted a study that resulted the design of e-voting system
with a cryptographic hash function without encryption and
decryption. Kerem [7] resulted the use of NFC in mobile
voting. Stradiotto [8] conducted the election process through
the SMS protocol using web 2.0 tools and prototype system
that can send voters data to the web service. Wisnu [9]
resulted election-app with Hash Algorithm-1 and RSA key
pair digital signing security method. Adnan [10] resulted
multicore utilization for application of local e-voting purpose.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Voting is making decision process in terms of leadership.
STMIK Atma Luhur today still using conventional election
methods that less effective in terms of cost, governance, time,
and security. Conventional election method make possible the
calculation error and fraud in the calculation process. Today,
technology has been growing rapidly, and Android phone
usage is also increasing. With these condition, it can be
proposed election of BEM chairman using Android mobile
phone. There are many benefit of using mobile e-voting like
computerized voting counting process so that becomes faster,
more precise, and more accurate. The cost of implementing
voting can also be reduced. Users are also able to vote
anywhere and anytime with their own Android phone. The
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D. Decryption
To calculate M (plaintext), we can use formula (2) as
shown as below :

III. RIVEST SHAMIR ADLEMAN (RSA)
The RSA algorithm consist from four steps : key
generation, key distribution, encrytion, and decription. RSA
have basic principle which are find three very large positive
integers e,d, and n with modular exponentiation (m).

(2)

M = Cd mod n

A. Key Generation

•

The RSA algorithm using a public key (e,n) to encrypt the
plaintext message. To decrypt the ciphertext, RSA using
private key (d,n). The following are formula to compute C
which is ciphertext and M which is plaintext.

M is calculation result the value that to be returned
into plaintext.

•

C represent of the ciphertext or encrypted message
that will be converted into plaintext.

•

The value of d and n are pairs of private key that have
been generated through the key generation process.

B. Key Distribution
To distribute public and private key, User A transmit the
public key (n, e) to User B via general way, but not the private
key. The private key is never distributed.

The following figure 2 shows RSA decryption flowchart :
START

C. Encryption
To calculate C (ciphertext), we can use formula (1) as
shown as below :
C = Me mod n

Input Ciphertext,
Private Key (d, n)

(1)

α + β = χ.

(1)

M = Cd mod n

(1)

• C is calculation result into ciphertext (encrypted
number).
• M represent the plaintext that has been converted into
ASCII code.

Convert ASCII to
plaintext

• The value of e and n is a public key pair that has been
generated through the key generation process.

Print
Plaintext

Here are the following RSA encryption flowchart shown as
figure 1 :

END

START

Fig. 2 RSA decryption Flowchart
IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Input Plaintext,
Public Key (e, n)

A. Data Transmission Using RSA

Convert Plaintext
to ASCII

C = Me mod n

Print
Ciphertext

END

Fig. 1: RSA encryption Flowchart

Fig. 3 : RSA Data Transmission Process
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• Find e, where 1 < e < Φ(n) and GCD (Φ(n), e) = 1.

The following are explanation according figure 3 about
RSA implementation on sending data process:
• Step 1 : Android Application make request to the server
for public key.

TABLE I. E VALUE

• Step 2 : Servers generates the key primes p and q then
performs calculations to determine the public key and
private key. Then server sends the public key to the
application.
• Step 3 : Application encrypts the message M to ASCII
numbers. The encrytped data that sent candidate
numbers. Messages ASCII M then converted into
ciphertext C using the public key obtained.

e

GCD (25456, e)

Fermat = 22^x + 1

e=3

GCD (25456, 3) = 1

22^0 + 1 = 3

e=5

GCD (25456, 5) = 1

22^1 + 1 = 5

e = 17

GCD (25456, 17) = 1

22^2 + 1 = 17

e = 257

GCD (25456, 257) = 1

22^3 + 1 = 257

e = 65537

GCD (25456, 65537) = 1

22^4 + 1 = 65537

Table I. results that we have to choose e = 17 because that
numbers included in the first five Fermat numbers so can
make modular exponentiation process be faster.
• Calculate d with formula d * e mod Φ(n) = 1 d * 17
mod 3120 = 1

• Step 4 : Applications sending ciphertext C to the server
using URL function.
• Step 5 : The server accepts the ciphertext C.
• Step 6 : Server make the process of decryption with a
private key with the PHP function. server then matches
the decrypted form of the message M.

Euclidean
3120
= 183 (17) + 9
17
= 1 (9) + 8
9
= 1 (8) + 1

• Step 7 : Server save the data obtained to MySQL.

Back Substitution
1 = 9 – 1 (8)
1 = 9 – 1 (17 – 1 (9))
1 = 9 – 1 (17) + 1 (9)
1 = 2 (9) – 1 (17)
1 = 2 (3120 – 183 (17)) – 1 (17)
1 = 2 (3120) – (2 * 183 (17)) – 1 (17)
1 = 2 (3120) – 366 (17) – 1 (17)
1 = 2 (3120) – 367(17)
d = 3120 – 367
d = 2753
So, e = (17, 3233) dan d = (2753, 3233).

B. Data Process Analysis
In this voting application, there are four (4) candidates. To
save the voting’s results, each candidate is represented by a
sequence number of 1 (one), two (2), 3 (three), and 4 (four).
This application sends data preferred number and voters NIM
to the server, but only preferred number data encrypted. So
there are four possible encrypted data in terms with the serial
number of candidates. Prime numbers are also selected
randomly automatically in any electoral process to avoid fraud
in the form of wiretapping. Due to the prime numbers are
selected using random method, then the user will be used for
the calculation of prime numbers is specified, namely 61 and
53. The following is the calculation process RSA encryption
and decryption of the beginning :
• Determining the size of key encryption length is 1024.
At this time the suggested key length for security RSA
is 1024 bits.

Data encryption process conducted with formula Ci = Mie
mod n. With Mi = Nilai ASCII so get calculation described in
the table below.
TABLE II. ENCRYPTION CALCULATION

• Determining the value of p and q randomly where p
and q are primes free number. For example, manual
calculations we have p = 61 and q = 53. These numbers
were selected as a prime because not too big and not
too small numbers. Prime numbers p and q in the
calculations have been randomly selected because the
application generate numbers p and q automatically so
making it difficult to detect a selected number of
applications.

Mi

ASCII

Ci = Mie mod n

Value

1

49

4917 mod 3233

2906

17

2

50

50 mod 3233

538

3

51

5117 mod 3233

368

4

52

5217 mod 3233

529

Table II. shows encryption calculation for each candidates
number. So, for the first candidate with the serial number 1
will sent data with value 2906. For the second candidate with
the number 2 will sent the data with value 538. The third
candidate with the number 3 will sent the data with value 368,
and for a fourth candidate with the number 4 will sent data
with value 529.

• Calculate the modulus n (public key) and Euler’s
Totient function Φ(n) with formula n = p * q.
n = 61 * 53 = 3233
Φ(n)
= (p-1)(q-1)
= (61-1)(53-1)
= 60* 52
= 3120

Data decryption process is the reverse of the encryption
data process which cipher text obtained from the encryption
will be processed by the formula Mi = Cid mod n to get the
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original plaintext. The following table outlines the calculation
of the data decryption.

<<include>>
Login

Verification

TABLE III. DECRYPTION CALCULATION
Ci

Mi = Cid mod n

Nilai ASCII

2906

29062753 mod 3233

49

Hasil
1

538

5382753 mod 3233

50

2

368

3682753 mod 3233

51

3

52

4

529

529

2753

mod 3233

Mission

Voter

<<include>>
Voting

Table III. shows decryption calculation from ciphertext
value. So, once decrypted, the ASCII value of the ciphertext is
obtained, then the ASCII value are converted into the original
value. The results are 2906 for result 1, 538 for results 2,
ciphertext 368 for result 3, and the ciphertext 529 for result 4.

Input NIM

Result
User
Logout

Fig. 5 System Use Case

C. System Architecture Analysis
Figure 4 explains about voting system architecture that be
used. the voting system architecture consists of three parts,
such as the interface, Android Smartphone, and the server. At
the appearance of the user interface describes the application
form of authority permissions for users. In the android
smartphone models explain the RSA algorithm that used.
Server section describes the model RSA algorithm that used
with data sources such as MySQL databases applications.

Figure 6 show the class diagram in this system. The class
consists of three table, that is mahasiswa, calon, and rincian.

Fig. 6 System Class Diagram
Figure 7 shows activity’s diagram voting. Voter initiate to
start the application and go to homepage, then entering login
page. Voter input the username and password. This step occur
loop process. Then voter can choose the candidates and make
the election. Finally, voting data will be saved in the server.
Voter

System

Server

Open Homepage

Fig. 4 System’s General Architecture

Entering Login Page

Username and Password Verification

Authentication

D. Analysis and System Design
System analysis process describe what should be done by
system to meet the users needs. Figure 5 shows system use
case that describe system function from user perspective.

False Authentication Notification and
Retrying

False

True

Entering Voting Page

Entering Voting Menu

Choose the candidate

Response

Fig. 7 Activity Diagram’s Voting
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Figure 10 shows candidates page, there are four
candidates. Click the candidates to the next step.

Figure 8 show sequence diagram’s voting.
SequenceDiagram's_Voting
Login
Voter

Voting Page

Voting Control

Student

Detail

Candidates

open()
login()
get student()

display voting page()

ViewCandidatesMission()
Voting()
voting (input NIM)
get student()
get detail()
get candidates()

display success page()

Fig. 11 Voting Page
Fig. 8 Sequence Diagram’s Voting
Figure 11 shows voting page and candidates mission,
insert voter’s NIM and click Vote Button to deal it.

E. Database Construction
Mobile voting database is build using the MySQL
database. software that used to design is phpMyAdmin. This
tool provides data modeling, SQL development and database
server configuration.

G. Security Testing
At this stage, conducted choosing process prime numbers
with LogCat Eclipse and security testing with wireshark.
Figure 12 is a display of enrcyption primes p and q in Logcat
Eclipse. Figure 13 is a display of prime number that choosen
randomlyand automatically on the application. Figure 14 show
data testing results interception that has been encrypted using
wireshark. Its results obtained random bytes data number
encrypted with the RSA algorithm.

Fig. 9 Candidate’s Entity
Calon table consists of field No_urut with integer, Ketua
with varchar, and Wakil with varchar.

Fig. 12 LogCat Eclipse

F. User Interface

Fig. 13 Prime p and q

Fig. 10 Candidates Page
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•

From the wireshark security testing results, it can be
proved that the election data is sent encrypted
properly. This makes the actual data can not be seen.
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Fig. 14 Wireshark Interception Results
V. CONCLUSION
Based on RSA voting data transmission security on
android-based research, it can be concluded as follows :
• The use of RSA algorithm in the data transmission
security on the android-based smartphone get a good
result. This is because the RSA algorithm is very
good method of securing the security level.
• This android-based mobile voting with RSA
algorithm can prevent the occurrence of rigging the
election results because it has been encrypted.
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